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CURRICULUM DECISION MAKING FOR NATIONAL INTEREST IN
THE TERTIARY SECTOR: AN EVALUATION OF A CURRICULUM
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Stephen Duggan and Lyndall Boyle
Footscray Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned witha study of comparative curriculum practicevvithin
the tertiary sector. Within Australia, curriculum practice, innovation, plaruring
and evaluation has occurred mainly within the primary and secondary school
system. However, since the mid-1980s, educational strategies for national
interest have seen the evolution of informed curriculum research and
development within the tertiary sector, as universities and colleges endeavour
to meet nationally determined educational goals and objectives. This study
relates the research process involved when tertiary educators (and researchers)
are faced with the task of reconciling local, regional and national objectives. In
particular, it considers the dynamics of planning for nationally determined
priorities as a basis for implementing sustainable and informed curriculum
innovati0n and evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
In June 1988, a number of key consultants and educationalists met at Footscray
Institute of Technology (FIT), to discuss the viability of a tertiary driven schoolbased curriculum development (SBCD) project in Mathematics-Science
education. An outcome of the meeting was general agreement on the necessity
of F1T to provide an outreach program which would involve the provision of
Mathematics-Science resource materials to western suburban schools. Known
as The Mobile Laboratory, the curriculum concept generated that day has since
grown into a major curriculum development project well beyond the imagination
of the original proposal.
This paper is concerned with describing the curriculum research and
development process that has come to be called the Mobile Classroom.
What follows will veI}' much appear as a process of transformation rather than
standard curriculum research and development. The project in concern was a
component of a more complex concept involving an increase in participation
ratesofsecondaryschoolstudentsinsdenceandmathematicsandbyimplication,
tertiary entry in those areas. To this end, the Mobile Classroom has had to meet
divergent aims during the design and development process. A key purpose of
this paper, is to discuss the implications surrounding SBCD projects ina tertiary
institution and the capacity of the tertiary sector to meet educational and
vocational objectives driven by government agencies as part of funding
arrangements.
Volume 15, No. 2, 1990
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THE CONTEXT
The Mobile Classroom was conceived as one of three projects under the
auspices of the Mathematics and Science Cooperative (FIT). This was a western
regional project"designed to get more young people from the western suburbs
... to study mathematics, science and technology subjects" (McLean, 1989:1).
The Cooperative eventually operated under the rubric of the WestemSuburban
Co-ordinated Area Project (WESTCAP), one of several CAP projects throughout
Victoria that sought to establish firmer links between schools, industry and
tertiary education.

The three WESTCAP projects involved:
Recruitment of STC Students (Special Selection)
Education/Industry Interaction (Industry LiiU<s)
Mobile Maths/Science Laboratory (The Mobile Classroom)

1.

2.
3.

A feature of these projects was the level of cross-department and cross-faculty
interaction in deciding upon the objectives and strategies for each initiative, and
the level of involvement of goverrunentdeparlments, particularly the (Victorian)
Ministry of Education. A clear function of the CAPs concept was for all 'actors'
to participate in the decision making process and for the various aims of each
actor or agency to be somehow met in the coordinated approach to goal setting
and policy implementation.
The projects, in building closer links with
education, sought to:

school~,

industry and tertiary

•

increase student interest and participation in post-primary maths/
science and technology courses;

•

increase student interest in higher education maths/science and
technology programs;

•

provide an increased rangeofmathsl science technology [sic] graduates
appropriate for local industry needs and to assist with the task of
reorienting Australia's economy. (WESTCAP, 1988:2)

The Mobile Laboratory was an ambitious project. The Mobile concept was
meant to serve three separate but related functions:

2

•

to make available a wide range of curriculum programs and resources
that provided innovative approaches to maths/science education;-

•

to provide a resource base forSBCD and a strategy for granting increased
access for minority groups and girls :in maths/ science education;

•

to provide an outreach program to so-called disadvantaged schools and
the general community in maths/science education.
Volume 15, No. 2, 1990

As articulated by WESTCAP, these functions were described in modest, yet
diverse, terms. The original intent of the project was to plan, design and
construct a 'mobile mathematics and science laboratory' which contained 'a
variety of inspirational but generally accessible curriculum materials'

(WESTCAP, 1988:9). The intent ofthe project was to provideinservice programs
and curriculum/professional deve lopment days, to mount demonstrations of
equipment for the local community, and to arrange special science and maths
classes for local schools. Through carrying out these objectives and strategies,
it was anticipated that there would be:
•

a raised profile amongst parents for creative and enjoyable approaches
to maths and science teaching;

•

increased interest in maths and science by local youth and youngstersi

•

increased interest by local teachers in innovative, creative and enjoyable
approaches to maths/science study. (WESTCAP, 1988:9)

It was anticipated that most objectives and strategies would be implemented
throughout 1988, leaving 1989 available for ascertaining the impact upon the
projected outcomes. However, the strategies were not implemented throughout
1988.

Implementation of strategies throughout 1988, and indeed, the early part of
1989, was compromised by the form and function of WESTCAP altering during
the same period. The WESTCAP projects altered according to the source and
parameters of various state and federally funded projects. The school-industry
links project, for instance, took on a wider scope and sequence and provided a
mechanism for developing SBCD not unlike that envisaged for the Mobile
Laboratory. As the Mobile Laboratory was meant to act as a strategy for the
other WESTCAP projects, its form and function shifted or was redefined
accordingtothegeneral process of development of WESTCAP. Moreimportantly
however, was the function of the Mobile Laboratory itself. After all the
objectives and strategy plans were peeled back to expose the inner purpose of
the project, it was clear that this particular curriculum research and design
package involved a reconsbuctionist function (on the theoretical implications
of this term see Giroux, 1981:352-58; Zeicher, 1983:3-9; Giroux & McLaren,
1986:213-33; Williamscn-Fien, 1988:143-67;Fien, 1989:1-9). The projectconcemed
participation and access and effecting significantaIterations in attitudes towards
and about mathematics and science education. (This social reconstructionist
function is discussed further under Analysis and Conclusion). Significantly, an
aim involved the identification of an appropriate curriculum structure that
matched the cognitive structure of female students to provide or create viable
and enduring access to mathematics and science programs.
This critical reconstrudionist function hooked the project into a thorough
research and evaluation mould, but, it also put the project at variance with the
other WESTCAP projects which aimed at different, but nonetheless normative
Volume 15, No. 2, 1990
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approaches to curriculum, transition and participation. The various stages of
development of the Mobile Laboratory capture this duality in curriculum
design.

achieving the former were relatively cle~r-cut and involved .a~. inform~d
approach to marketing, cross-referenced WIth school-based feaSIbilIty studIes
(WESTCAP, 1988:6-7,12; McLean, 1989:7-8, 10-13). The strategies for the latter

were never clearly articulated (WESTCAP, 1988:10); and in the case of one

THE PROCESS

proponent, never spelt out (see Schultz, 1988:12, 38-60, 85-89, 113-15). An

outcome has seen the form and function of the Mobile Laboratory altered

The Mobile Classroom and Outreach concept has operated successfully
throughout North America and the Pacific. These curriculum programs aim to
provide remote schools and communities with a wide range of otherwise hard
to obtain curriculum materials. A key feature of the North American programs
has been the improvement of relationships between higher education and
schools, and technology and science resources have often provided the pivot for

dissemination approach to school-commUnities (a pubhc relatIons function of
the project) tended to supersede the curriculum function. A brief overview of
objectives and strategies in conjunction with anticipated outcomes reflects the

the two sectors to meet that goal (Amodeo, 1982, 1983; Tkachuk, 1982; KIinger,
1983; Harry, 1985; Auer, 1985; Dennison, 1986; Gittel)ger, 1986). The curriculum
projects in these cases provided more of a service than a "breakthrough" in

The laboratory will be used by... consultants; students in the Graduate
Diploma in Education (Mathematics and Science) at FIT; FIT Teacher
Education Staff.

curriculum design.
Throughout the Pacific, outreach programs have aimed at effecting a transition
in both school and student behaviour and outlook. In these cases, it is
recognised that the cognitive structure of non-western students may not (and."
sometimes will not) match the cognitive structure implicit to and contingent ..
upon the curriculum materials and programs. The emphases of curriculum
projects in Pacific rural and urban settings have involved identifying the
cognitive structure of Pacific children and then designingresourcesand programs
to match that structure (see Prince, 1969; Vulliamy, 1981;Crossley, 1983; Lancy,
1983; Delpit, 1984; Saxe, 1985:503-13; Pomponio & Lancy, 1986;40-6]). Where

the North American projects have been characterised by a reasonable level of
success, principally in the spheres of increased access to materials and technology
and also improved links between schools and higher education, the Pacificbased projects have been marked by a lack of success. The cognitive and
behavioural changes aimed at have often evaded a means for measuring
outcomes (see Vulliamy & Carrier, 1985:17-33), and when appreciable changes

have been made, the outcome has been unexpected, and according to Lancy,
'dangerous' (]983:210). He argued:

general process of development the project has taken. The MASC argued:

These people will use the laboratory for the following exercises:
inservice programs and curriculum days for local teachers designed to
inform them of high student interest and motivational approaches to
junior mathematics and science programs;
community involvement programs in Mathematics and Science where
FIT students take the laboratory into shopping centres and other local
sites to demonstrate the excitement and enjoyment obtainable from the
study of mathematics and science;
special maths/science classes for local primary fpost primary students.
(WESTCAP,1988:9)

Several months after this description of strategy and intent was provided, the
Mobile Laboratory was described as a Mobile Resource Laboratory which:
is a collection of "inspirational", "hands on" curriculum packages

How far would a child progress in mastering the village way of life ifhe
firmly believed that answers are found in books, that problem solving
is an individual, intellectual activity, that effort is always promptly
rewarded, that the sexes are equivalent and so forth? (]983:210-11).

Lancy had a flair for the dramatic in presenting this conclusion concerning the
cognitive consequences of a fonna! mathematics education program in Papua
New Guinea schools, but he has not been alone in equating the significant
impact fonnal schooling can make on patterns of cognitive processing.
The Mobile Laboratory conceived under WESTCAP aimed at meeting both
objectives: improved school-community relationships, and, cognitive and
attitudinal changes amongst students, particularly females. The strategies for
4

according to the form and function of WESTCAP. Cons"'juently, a .wide

Volume 15, No. 2, 1990

designed to intrigue young people, teachers, parents and the general

community about a range of mathematical and scientific concepts ...
[which] have been developed with particular audiences in mind,
including...

[A kit] is used withc1ustersofparentgroups asa basisforthe development
with the parents of further activities [sic} in the family mathematics
style.

The parents are then encouraged to put these activities into practice and
to share them with other parents. (McLean, 1989:8-9)

As originally conceived, the project was targeted at consultants and FIT
students and staff for professional development and curriculum training, or
Volume 15, No. 2, 1990
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what Schultz termed PRIMITE (PRojects III real life Illtegrated Mathematics In
Teacher Education). This was esentially a cognitive and attitudinal function
whereby approaches to maths/ science education moved away from the "pure"
to the "applied" as a foundation for informed concept formation in maths and
science. The intent in this sense was to change current and future practitioners
and to involve them in the development phases of the project, and indeed, for
them to grasp a sense ofownershlp of the project, the resources and the concepts
in the development of SBCD maths/science education.
The second stage, parental involvement, took on other emphases, namely to
increasecompetenceandconfidenceamongststudentsinmaths/sciencethrougn {
assisting their parents in the same area. Again, curriculum development'
involved people acquiring a sense of ownership of the project and concepts
through contributing to the development of resources. In this sense, access and
participation involved the production of learning resources rather than simply
being exposed to a variety of ''hands-on''materials.
It is clear from this, that the Mobile concept was meant to go beyond the public

relations exercises conduded in North American and approximate the Pacificbased notion of matching curriculum structure with cognitive structure thro~h
school and community based curriculum development. The FAMPA projects
operating throughout the metropolitan area are aimed at community and
school based curriculum development, and it was imagined that the Mobile
Classroom would complement FAMPA and later FASPA initiatives.
To this end, the focus of evaluation for the project in 1989 included:
•

[determining1 the extent to which local parents, teachers and students
have become more interested in doing mathematics and science related
activities as a consequence of contact with the mobile laboratory.

•

[determining} which aspects of the use of the mobile laboratory have
had greatest impact in changing attihldes to mathematics and science.

•

[interviewing] local parents, teachers and students who have had contact
with the mobile laboratory. (McLean, 1989:13)

The approach to community based and real life education suggested by the
project was a real advance in both teacher education and SECD. However,
another variable was operating whilst these objectives and strategies were
being planned. Funds were made available by the Victorian Post-Secondary
Education Committee for the development of the Mobile Laboratory. Some
funds were to be used for the purchase of a vehicle (the "mobile" component)
whilst some was to be used for curriculum/resource development and
professional training.

programs and resources. The involvement of the m Library was a critical
factor in this curriculum project in that it made available a much wider range
of personnel, expertise and skill for controUing what promised to be an
ambitious outreach program. Library involvement assisted participation in
that another FIT department was able to contribute to curriculum and resource
development. However, the Library budget was recurrent and had to be
committed by December 1988.
SBeD and indeed, community based curriculum development, cannot be
subject to uncompromising time-lines. The process of research (including
feasibility studies), design, development, triaUing/ evaluation, modification
and re-development needs to be a finite but realistically planned process. The
recurrent accounts had to be accommodated. Consequently, the Mobile
Classroom involved a second stream of development: the purchase of
"inspirational" and ''hands-on'' materials and programs before thedevelopment
of community and school based resources. At this point (Le., late 1988) the
project adopted a firmer public relations profile through the purchase and
planning and distribution of commercially produced materials. This met
WESTCAP's aim of providing increased access to mathematics and science
education on something of an immediate basis and also provided the Mobile
Classroom with a "visible face" (McLean, 1989:2). The commercially produced
programs and resources had the effect of giving some substance to what an
outreach program would look and behave like. What was not anticipated was
the range and depth of need amongst western region primary schools for
curriculum materials in an area that had long been neglected and yet was
rapidly becoming a national priority (Le. Science, Mathematics and Information
Technology). To use a metaphor, experience would prove, rather than policy,
that the Mobile Classroom had the potential for provicling an oasis in a very
expansive desert of educational need. And, moreover, that need included
informed advice on the selection,and indeed purchase,of curriculum materials
by schools. Indeed, educational consultancy was a major requirement
throughout the primary school system. The project team was frequently
requested to provide input for curriculum days and, indeed, to arrange and run
these professional development occasions for school communities.

Again, the impetus came from the schools and did not have to be generated by
the project team.
DEVELOPMENT
It was envisaged that 1989 would witness a "relatively low implementation" of

the Mobile Classroom as the project moved towards meeting the goals set early
in 1988 (McLean, 1989:1-3). This was an accurate prediction as the project had
to plan for three separate tasks:
•

Funding by FIT was injected into a FIT Library account for the purchase,
organisation, cataloguing and storage of commercially produced curriculum

6
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Fittingout the Mobile Oassroom with curriculum "kits" and establishing
an effective working relationship with Library staff;

Volume 15, No. 2, 1990
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Establishing an effective and efficient purchasing, cataleguing and
storage system that would accommodate the expansion of the Mobile
concept and "mass" borrovving by FIT departments and western region
schools (this involved designing an innevative borrowing, retrieval and
turn-around system);

These objectives were ef equal impertance but no!)€theless, disparate in their
intent. The outcemes to date, are quite clear:
all have been met and indeed, the first two have made a major breakthrough
in Library eperatiens and relatiens (personal communication with John

Rogan);

•

the success of and subsequent demand fer the Mobile Classreom an4:
professional development from primary schools exceeded expectations
and the volume of demands could not be adequately met; demand will
escalate during 1990;

•

the project team operated well beyond their research and development
capacity to meet these and related objectives resulting in their having to
work in isolation on many occasions in order to meet disparate local,
regional and even national needs and demands;

•

the objectives and strategies have had to be redefined by the project team to
meet school-based needs. This required the consideration of high quality,
intense working relationships 'With a limited numberof schools in preference
to wide ranging yet limited contact with a greater number of schools; this in
turn affected public relations profiles;

•

WESTCAP public relations requirements and recurrent budgets were at
variance with those stipulated by WESTCAP (1988:2,9) and reiterated by
McLean (1989:1-2)

This variance is directly related to the relationship between intent and outcomes
discussed earlier. If the project is to "increase interes" in maths/science
education, then it is a public relations project not unlike the travelling science
shows. If, however, it is concerned with increased access to maths/science
education and by implication, changes in approaches to teaching and learning,
then it is a curriculum development project. Educationalists will be tempted to
argue that the project can meet both ends. That is simply untrue. Certainly
"increased interest" can result as amultiplier effect from an informed curriculum
8

creati~g or mcreaSl;tg mterest. Yet this is clearly the n:t.ain aim. An examination
of the ImplementatIon phase of the project during 1989bears out this conclusion.

IMPLEMENTATION

Trialling and evaluating kits within schools to.:
assist in determining usage patterns and areas of need,
form the basis for future SBCD; and,
to. introduce FIT teacher education students to a reseurce base fer
real life maths and science.

•

de~elopment proje~t.. However, curriculum development leading towards
atti~dmal ?nd co~ti.ve changes does not result from a project concerned with

Volume 15, No. 2, 1990

By March 1?89, the commercially produced kits had been purchased, catalogued
and organIZed mto themes .. The kits were then ready for trialling by FIT
stud.ents, local schools, and if the need arose, local community groups. AB a
curnculum project, the Mobile Oassroom faced a problem of a research and
development type.

The research problem co~d be defined as identifying the relationship between
the cencept of the. Mobile Classroom as described by WESTCAP and the
concept of the .Mobile Res~urce Centre as perceived by school communities. It
was .hypothesIsed at the time that the western region was characterised by a
particu.lar scho~l-community relationship where maths-science-technology
educatIon was el.t~er ~dervalued and/or subject to mystification, resulting in
~ow levelsofpartiapationand access to higher education. The MobileOassroom,
It was suggested, could look towards altering that relationship (WESTCAP
1989:1). These hypotheses raised strategy questions concerning the level of
need for particular types of maths/science education and potential target
groups.
The project team suggested that.t0~ primary schools and three post-primary
schools should be targeted for tnallmg, evaluation and SBCD. They suggested
also that four groups of research teams, consisting of undergraduate graduate
and .gra~u~te ?iplema students, be formed, to trial the kits with 'a view to
findmg lurutations and faults in curriculum packages.
During the trialling and evaluation, itwas stipulated that the Mobile Classroom
would "not be available to the general public or other schools" (WESTCAP
1989:2). Two research teams were to operate during the first half of the year and
n:ro ~uring the second. sector, whilst the schools were to be brought into the
trialltngprocess fo~ penod~ of between four and eight weeks over the year. The
schools. were to trIal the kIts and to provide the research teams with a frank
eva.l~ation of the ~ot~ntial and limitations of the material and programs. It was
antiClpated that triallIng of this nature would allow for the elimination of 'bugs'
before the kits :-vere released to western regional schools and community
groups. The ~r~ef f~r the research teams was more detailed and involved
meeting the ongmal mtent statements provided by MASC and WESTCAP.
It was the task of the research teams to:

•

identify appropriatesuF;port~teria] from existing published texts and
programs to enable the raw' (I.e., unevaluated) kits to operate as units
ofworki

Volume 15, No. 2, 1990
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•

identify tasks and activities appropriate for particular year levels;

•

reconstitute existing published material in a more appealing and
acceptable form;

•

group, collate and label support material as a coherent package;

•

develop "grassroot" kits ... to bring into existence simple projects as new
kits. (WESTCAP 1989:3)

It was clear to the project team that LEGO materials (Duplo, Lego and Technic)
were extremely popular and readily incorporated into existing or new programs.
However, the research teams and graduate education students were not
receptive to the material nor the curriculum concept of hands-on, problem
~'"
solving maths and science.

The graduate students (manyof them practising teachers) who were meant to
trial also did not approach the project team over borrowing material despite the
mounting of several familiarisation sessions during March and April. A
member of staff suggested later that students found the non-textbook and non'Written application approach to maths and science too difficult and felt that
they did not have a firm idea of how the kits or the Mobile Classroom operated.
The suggestion was made to the project team that they should consider a
thorough familiarisation program for graduate students in 1990, tantamount to
a detailed professional development program. Given that the kits were meant
to increase interest amongst teachers, the project team found it somewhat
mystifying to consider creating interest through additional teacher training at
the graduate level.
In contrast to the graduate students, undergraduates adopted the kits and the
concept of hands-on problem solving maths and science more readily. These
students were either exposed to the materials as part of their formal pre-service
training (e.g. Year 1 Mathematics Education) or decided to use the material as
part of their overall assessment program (e.g. Year 3 Science Education).
The development of lesson plans based on LEGO-Technic by Year 1 students
demonstrated that cognitive and attitudinal changes in maths education were
quite achievable within a very short period of time, provided that there was an
intense exposure to a limited range of innovative material within set objectives
and criteria.
An unplanned development occurred during the implementation phase. After
an initial "silence", there was unprecedented demand upon the Mobile
Classroom by western region schools. Much of this demand was attributable
to the careful dissemination of project material by one project officer to targeted
schools. This had a multiplier effect by May 1989. The approach employed by
the project officer was to explain clearly and carefully to schools what material
was available, how it might be effectively used, when it would be available, and

10

what the school could do to assist in the evaluation and future development
plans of the project. Demand soon outstripped supply and the role of the
research teams was steadily superseded by the patterns of usage by local
schools. This development, however, does not reveal the critical but copious
amount of effort and attention to detail the project officer put into this rapid shift
from trialling to the incorporation of the Mobile Classroom into existing school
programs. There is considerable ethnographic and educational significance in
the fact that this transition occurred through the willingness of the project
officer to carefully manage the change in direction in conjunction with the
highly responsible approach by schools in their use and care of the material. In
this case, existing local needs de~ermined directions, and not national priorities.
TRIALLING
Since trialling began in May 1989, students and teachers from twenty-one
primary schools and four secondary schools have used the resource kits as part
of daily school programs.
In effect, the Mobile Classroom reached some 5,000 students and 250 teachers
in around six months of operation. The Classroom also involved special school
and community groups in its delivery of resources.
These included School Support Centre activities, professional development
programs, community displays, and, within schools, hands-on theme displays,
a FAMPA session and "Science" shows.
Much of February, March and April was devoted to collaborative work with
Library staff (FIT) preparing the resource kits for use. This activity included the
collection of relevant material for inclusion into the kits, cataloguing and the
preparation of content sheets. It also involved organising a manageable and
practical system for borrowing and delivering kits to schools. This was a time
consuming and labour intensive period, and one based on trial and error.
Considerable Library assistance and expertise saw the development of a viable
borrowing and retrieval system. During this period, a descriptive brochure
was prepared and the Mobile concept was presented to selected schools. One
teacher reported:
The children really appeared to likethechallengeofcreating,constructing,
solving problems, etc. I feel thattheupper school children often miss out
on such experiences and I was pleased to have the opportunity for them
to take part.
As information spread about the Mobile Classroom, requests for details and to

borrow equipment escalated. Although the plan for seven target schools had
been designed for 1989, the decision was taken to attempt to cater for school
needs as they arose. At this point, the volume of demand for innovative
materials exceeded expectations. Once the demand was fully appreciated, the
transition from a triaIling phase to a fully operational stage was effected and

Volume 15, No. 2, 1990
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continued throughout 1989. Interest in the concept clearly grew on a district to
regional basis: a visit to Williamstown PS was followed by requests from
Williamstown North PS and Newport PS.

•

This cluster type relationship emerged also at Werribee. Four Werribee schools
drew on the Mobile Classroom, not so muchasa coordinated plan predetermined
by the project officers, but rather in response to separate requests that were
drawn together into a coherent time-table or schedule that allowed for a
maximum use of material within a given time.

The activities were excellent. Children were fascinated with the Plasma
Sculpture. They worked independently and. enthusiastically in all
sessions. I most definitely intend using the (MobIle) Classroom over and
over again.

In all cases over the year, the schools/responsibility in taking care of the
equipment was exceptional. This indicated a sense of. o~ership an~ a
commitment to the project, and a preparedness to maIntaIn an ongoIng
involvement. Again, much of this can be traced to the involvement of schools
in the development and exploration of the Mobile Classroom during its early
stages of implementation and evaluation.

Schools approached and planned for the Mobile Classroom quite differently.
The most successful visits occurred when the equipment was organised into
"hands-on" displays inoneroom (for instance, the Library). Time was allocated
to each class of at leastonesession,and children and te?_chers had the opportunity
to explore equipment appropriate to their grade and skill level. A project officer
assisted in these programs but was unable to run them daily. These programs
were organised at Mossfield, Manorvale and Stevensville primary schools.
This proved to be an effective technique for acquainting teachers with the
equipment. Yet a criticism of the approach concerned the additional demands
the administration of the experience made on particular teachers:

ANALYSIS

At several schools equipment was placed in the staffroorn. This allowed
teachers to explore and select kits appropriate for their classrooms. It was clear,
that at these schools, only teachers already interested in teaching science and
exploring innovative maths ideas used the equipment. Without an organised
in-service activity, it was not possible to obtain an optimal level of teacher
participation and enthusiasm.

The reason why I thought LEGO kept the children interested the longest,
and, was the most popular, was because vvith LEGO chi1dr~n can ma~e
so many different things. Chlldren have a chance to be creative, use theIr
imagination; they can have fun pulling it apart then putting it together.
They can watch what other children are doing and they can try to make
the same thing. It gets children talking to one another about what they
are making and comment upon how good it is. Activities that were less
popular ... Idid not allow] children to be creative, to expe~~~t; these
activities are too set. In away, you could say that these actiVItIes have
one answer only. You can only do the same thing over and over again
which does not provide any stimulation needed to keep children
interested ... The children need an activity to provide variety which
LEGO, role playing and shopping provide, because each time they can
be played differently according to how the children want. Overall, the
purpose of the activities was to develop the children's manipulative
skills (both fine and gross motor skills), and some role playing, which
helps children to socially interact.

Schools familiar with the contents of the Mobile Classroom soon booked
specific kits to complement existing school programs. This proved to be a most
successful and practical use of the resource, and LEGO Technics proved to be
the most popular.

In referring back to the activities, I must mention that some activities
were dominated by the one sex, for instance, the building blocks and the
Iclimbing] tunnel was dominated by males. This is sad because it is at
this age where children should be encouraged to do everything ...

With each visit of the Mobile Classroom, teachers were requested to complete
a simple evaluation form. Verbal feedback was in all cases very pOSitive, but
'Written evaluations reflected a reluctance of teachers to commit pen to paper.
Of an approximate exposure to 250 teachers, only forty-two writtenevaluations
were received. Scanningthese,a pattern in responses emerged. Typical comments
included:

This analysis does not concern a Mathematics class in a local primary school.
Rather, what is described is a Pre-school free-play session. The author, Carmela
Pappalardo, a second yearT~acher Educations~dent, was not co~cerned with
identifying the early pattermng of gender roles In concept formation (towards
Mathematics and Science). Carmela's task was to simply select a venue where
play occurred and to describe accurately and faithfully what activities and
interactions unfolded. That she found clear differences in gender (and later in
her report, ethnic) responses to activities should come as no great surprise.
What is particularly striking is her sense of the structure of conc-ept formation
developed by pre-school children, and its later implications for repetitive tasks
that often informs the approach to concept formation perceived and delivered

a

I am extremely impressed with the program and the equipment ...
suggestion for other schools regarding staffing: too much responsibility
and action for a teacher to maintain all day, lessons backed onto each
other.

•

12

Children thoroughly enjoyed the experience. They were creative and
investigative. It was easy to question them and get good responses.
They were willing to develop problems. Excellent opportunity;
and
Volume 15, No. 2, 1990
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by adults. What Carme\a is \lescribing are the ,0gnitiW sljU,t\lres of d111dre!1
articulated in th~ pT9ple.m solving situations they ~reater Clnq tlw type qf
resourCeS and t~5ks they finc;l most appropriate for their creptive, open..,endi:!d,
conceptual and physical development pl~y.
What she reveals with skill, sllbUety and with powerful insight, is the fact that
the social ,ons(ructions of knowledge by childrell are Pl.)fposeful, functional

and relativ~ly genger n~utral how~ver, adults deny that conoept fQ~tipn
process by creat:iftgcognitivestructures (a q .rnieulum) that delivers constructions
of knowledge perceived by and appropriate to a\lults, to replace the =t11'al

learning processes pf children. What Cannela ciescrib~s is how educators anA

policy makers steal from children a p:ro~ess of problem solving and concept
formation that works, and replace it with a body of tlvwry call(!:d edu~aUonal
psy,::hology and a particular practice, =mely a curriculum. Is it the task of the
Mobile Classroom to effectively reV~rS~ or to Vl1tC:lngle that original theft?
Despit~ th~ $tatemli!nts of intent, ol,lb;:Qme and POHCYf an ~Ollcl1ed within the
frames of reference 9£ a particular strategy call1f!d the MQbUe Classroom, the
pNjec\ \lescnbed In this pap~r, in ,on jlm,tion with the two other WESTCA,P
(schooHndustry linl<s) projects, is ulti!Ilately con<:ernecj with the types of
personal and institutional :redefinitions that are required to rever~e existing
patterns in mainstream MathematiGi ~md Science' EAll~tion with a view
towards s!;hooling girls in suc:h. a way thf3.twhat happens ~nf:>chool':;QITesponcts
closely with a workplace that provides opportunity and equality. That r~versal
concerns identifying the cognitive consequences of schooling and particular
school programs, a,pd in a longitudinal sens~, establishing a curriculum base for
generating hUJIlan, economic: and political capital. Thatis a lotto ask of a schoolindustry links project.

The hidden asp~ct of the Mobile Classroom is the proposal that it qm contribl,:!,te
to a process whereby increasing numbers of girls will participate effectively in
mainstream Mathematic-Science curriculum programs, resulting in greater
numbers of girls moving between primary, secondary &nd tertiary edw;:ation,
with various exit points into industry. The traditionally male dominated skills
and attitudes acquired by girls wotl.ld eventually result in economic
developm~nt. This proposition in turn rests on the assumption that, through
schooling, individuiils increase those skills and attitudes essential for nationaJ
productivity through gengrating or forming human capitru.
These st~tements were not included in the WESTCAP projects, but they
nonetheless inform the current national ethos concerning e<;iucation anq the
form. and ftmction of schc;>oling, anq consequently underpin the rationale for
nationally driven funding. The problem with all of this is that despite the
human capital theory of economics that informs schopl-indllStry relationships,
in conjunction with the social justice outlook that argues for an inl=reasing
involvePlent of womep in male dominated occupations {and by implkation,
position.s of PQw~r)1 that acrn.~l body of research that qemonstrates how all of
this may be achieved is conspicuous by its absence. Despite all the rhetoric~ the
14
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cultural and social consequences of schooling for girls are well established the
cognitive consequences are not.
'
Approaches to science and mathematics are still firmly in the hands of men,
despite the fact that in primary schools, and to some extent secondary schools,
the delivery of that information is firmly in the hi!nds of women. Yet, the
research base for ensuring that girls can enter the rite de passage to ensure equal
participation in schooling and the curriculum and to also untangle that cultural
web of relationships keeping girls on the periphery of the sc:hool-industry
correspondence relationship, remains opaque and evasive. For sure, increasing
numbers of monographs are discussing cultural and power relationships that
are well established, and some literature is revealing the extent to which
attempts to keep girls (and women) on the periphery are deliberate (on this, see
Bleier, 1984; Harding, 1986:58-78, 111-26; Clarrieoates, 1987:155-65, Valli,
1987:189-210; Wal)q<:e, 1987:237-52; Willirunson-Fien, 1987:51-62), but again,
~he cogni~ve consequences of intervention within the school system remain
InCOnclUSIve; and the data base for making decisions about intervention does
not provide clues for points of entry. That Mathematics and Science have been
selec~e.d as points of entry must be put in a spatial and temporal context before
cogrutive outcomes can be accurately predicted.
The Mobile Oassroom (project) has had to contend with these limitations
concerning a viable data base, accurate points for intervention and associating
cognitive consequences with anticipated cultural milieu. An outcome has been
that the project team has had to take responsibility for collecting, organising and
present~ng data and find.ings in order to inform future action and, importantly,
to provlde accurate advlce to school communities. The findings to date have
bee.n encouraging in terms of providing evidence for redefining approaches to
maInstream Mathematics and Science Education. The cognitive consequences
for using LEGO, for instance, are quite clear cut and can be briefly listed:
•

LEGO Tech~c is used as well and as creatively by boys as girls; however,
the normal hme span for classroom activities based on this material needs
to be exten~ed. Forin.stance, where30 to 35 minutes would be an appropriate
length of ~me for rune and ten year oIds to be working on mainstream
Mathe.matical problems (e.g. sums), around 60 to 70 minutes is required for
Tec1:mic, and the level of concentration amongst this age group remains
unbroken throughout that period;

•

it was found with one group of eleven year old children, who were quite
capa~le of car~ying ~ut long addition, that the same group were unable to
gnd lnformation usmg LEGO Duplo. The implimtion of this was that
although long addition requires children to "see" a grid (to determine place
value, carrymg and the overall function of addition), these children had
great difficulty putting together and seeing a non-numerical grid; yet the
material required a recognition of pattern, order and counting;
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•

the complexity of mathematical and technological understanding required
by children to use LEGO Technic is much more advanced than the problem
solving in mainstream Mathematics Education; counting, Umental"
subtraction and addition, visual discrimination, and complex processes of
matching three dimensional objects with two dimensional illustrations,
were all required to carry-outwhat appeared to be ufun" activities. Again,
the concentration level of children exceeded standard time frames suggested
by cognitive theory.

In terms of Science, one major but crucial finding was apparent throughout the
year: children (boys and girls), teacher education students and primary
teachers wished to have nothing to do with experiments and observations that '. {
required the use of Science kits, particularly in the areas of Physics, Electronics,
Chemistry and Solar Energy; while secondary Science-Mathematics teacher
education students were uncomfortable with anything that did not look like a
textbook handling of problem solving. A proposition that can be put forvvard
after twelve months is that the cognitive structure of children does not
comfortably match the curriculum structure of mainstream Mathematics and
Science, and moreover, attempts by educators and educational planners to
consider a matching are minimal. For instance, a recent Mathematics text book."
for Year 3 and 4 children by a leading educational publisher had a photograph ..
of a LEGO city on the cover, without a hint of an equation or a number, whilst
the text itself was simply full of sums, figures and more sums.

That the Mobile Classroom has had to consider taking all of this on board to
perceive possible solutions and points of intervention forempowering girls and
their teachers in Mathematics and Science Education, is an indication of how
complex curriculum theory is meant to be, and how careful curriculum
researchers must'be when steering a course through the seas of social justice and
empowerment on the one hand, and the milieu of marginalisation that seeks to
promise access and participation yet actually wishes to maintain power
relationships as they have always stood.
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